Want to help the kids you love find God in everyday life?

The Parenting for Faith course is for you! It’s not just mums and dads who long for children and teens to know God for themselves. Whether you’re a parent, carer, family member, friend, or church worker or leader, you can help the young people in your life develop a vibrant and connected relationship with God – whatever their age!

The Parenting for Faith video-based course will give you confidence to share your life with God in a way that feels natural to you – and the tools to do it easily in everyday life.

“Our greatest prayer in life is that our children find Jesus on their own terms… This course really delivered… It helped us identify fun new ways to initiate conversations with our kids and understand how much our faith plays an example in their lives.”

“I’ve seen a real relationship with God developing in my child.”

“It’s a brilliant course – life-changing indeed.”
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